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High Concept  
This is an atmospheric, exploration, adventure game inspired by Abzu and Niva. The player 
plays Amber, a nymph, living in the summer realm. The world has been taken over by the realm 
of shadows, the world is dark and life is slowly dying. She must bring life and light back into the 
world and defeat the shadow realm. Amber finds a way to save the world and goes on a quest 
to save it.  Will she make it in time? 

Features 
● Player’s have the ability to choose different weapons and combat styles.  
● Unique gameplay via energy stone mechanic. Player’s will be able to use it to bring light 

and life back but also be able to use the energy to create a weapon. 
● Health bar shows the player's level of injury and a Stamina bar displays their fatigue. If 

you drop down to 0 you die and go to last checkpoint.  
● MP bar measure mana collected in stones and the amount of mana the stones can hold 

increases as the player finds more stones.  
● As the world comes to life, shadow monsters dissipate.  
● Beautiful, captivating levels 

Overview 

Player Motivations 
Player must collect energy into energy stones to use to save the world or else the Earth and all 
life upon it will slowly perish.  

Genre 
Atmospheric, exploration, adventure game. 

Target Customer 
Consumers interested in atmospheric, exploration, adventure games. 



Competition 
● Niva 

Unique Selling Points 
● Narrative that integrates with gameplay to provide compelling interactivity. 
● Meaningful, enriching experiences that inspire.  

Target Hardware 
PC 

Design Goals 
Aesthetically pleasing: Rich, haunting and enchanting music with a vibrant, intricate world 
gives players a sense of awe and inspiration.  
 
Discovery: The levels encourage players to explore which rewards them with secret areas with 
items or easter eggs. 
 
Sense of Adventure: Exploring multiple levels through quests.  

Characters 
Amber:  Spunky, outgoing girl. Very curious and finds herself getting into trouble. Strong willed. 
Sometimes gets low self-esteem. Long, viny unruly green hair with a pink water lily dahlia. 
Lime-green leafy dress.  
 
Goblins: Dark ball of shadows with black, illuminated eyes. Is attracted to the shadows but if 
something looks good to eat they will come out. Have large mouths with rows of small,pointy 
teeth, can only be seen when about to eat something. Sucks light out of the environment. Can 
be killed by energy stone’s light.  
 
Shadow Walker: Dark, tall shadow figures with white eyes that suck the light of the 
environment it is in.Corrupt areas and patrol Shadow Realm borders. Wields a sword. 
 
Zalam: Evil shadow king that rules over Shadow Realm. Enormously, tall shadow figure with 3 
sets of red eyes and rows of sharp teeth. Has the ability to spawn shadows that suck the life 
and light out of the living. Controls dark vines as weapons. 



Art Style 
3D low poly art style that utilizes cell shading and bloom effects. 
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